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Editorʼs Chat - Nick Hull
I would like to wish everyone a very Happy New Year; I hope you see all
the birds you want to over 2011.
You will have noticed the front cover has changed slightly and we now
have titled the newsletter ʻDorset Birdsʼ. We felt that this was more
descriptive of the contents and portrays what the club is about. We hope
this meets with your approval as we strive to keep the club up to date
with a fresh new look. You will also probably be aware by the time you
receive this newsletter, that there have been a few changes with the
clubʼs website too, Kevin Lane will explain more about these changes on
page four.
I have a varied newsletter this time with updates of things that have
happened over 2010. Neil will give a roundup of his first term as
chairman. Kevin Lane, the county recorder, brings us up to date with
changes that are being made to try to streamline reporting of records.
He also gives details of the progress of the 2009 report, which Iʼm sure
you are all interested in, and explains more about the changes in the
Website and new sightings blog.
Phyl England has written a review on the Clubʼs very successful
Conference and Jack Winspur updates us on the progress being made
on the BTOʼs Atlas in Dorset.
If you are interested in our countyʼs Swifts, then youʼll find Stephen Fittʼs
article of interest as he fills us in on some Swift facts and how we can
help the project and the birds.
Nick Tomlinson, the RSPBʼs Reserve Manager at Radipole, brings us up
to date with the work being carried out on the reserves and requests help
with monitoring or listening for any booming Bitterns in the coming
spring.
We have our usual book reviews and birding roundup to complete this
newsletter.
The deadline for article for the next Newsletter is 1st June 2011
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Chairman’s Chat - Neil Gartshore
It is now the end of my first year in office and the Club continues to make
progress in a number of areas. It has been quite a challenging year and I
would like to thank the committee (and others) for their positive
contributions and support.
One important role the Committee has is to keep an eye on the Club’s
finances making sure that we have enough income coming in each year
to cover our costs. In 2009 we came very close to breaking even, and
costs, especially for printing and postage, continue to rise.
The club still has a healthy cash reserve but I would like to see a good
proportion of this used on local conservation projects rather than be
swallowed up by rising costs. This means that we will need to consider a
small rise in subscription rates in 2012 (they have not changed since
2006).
One piece of good news on the finance front is that we have been
granted ‘charitable status’ by HMRC for Gift Aid purposes. I would urge
everyone who is a taxpayer to sign up - initially we can claim back up to
four years ‘back-tax’ on your subscription as well as on any future
subscriptions - full details will be sent out in due course. As with our
reserves, I would like to use this income for local projects rather than to
just absorb rising costs.
Those of you who check out the Club’s website regularly will have seen
that we now have a new design up and running. It is a more user-friendly
system and although it has pros and cons, the former certainly outweigh
the latter including not having to buy expensive software and easy
access for multiple users to update it. If you haven’t seen it yet, take a
look: www.dorsetbirds.org.uk
Our guided walks programme continues to be one of our strengths with
good turnouts over the past year. Our only indoor meeting of the year will
be held shortly – please don’t be put off by it being the AGM. The AGM
starts promptly at 7pm and the ‘doors open’ for the main event at
7.45pm. This year we have committee member Ian Lewis giving a talk on
Tibet. Ian is well travelled in his quest for birds and his talks are always
enjoyable.
Finally I would like to mention again that the Dorset Bird Club will soon
be reaching a milestone - we will start our 25th year at next year’s AGM
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(March 2012). The committee is looking at a few ideas of how we can
celebrate this anniversary. Initial thoughts include: a special publication,
an overseas trip, a special one-day event, a photographic competition,
and a fundraising auction. What would you like to see the Club do? I
would welcome any ideas from you, and any offers of help (!), to get
some of these ideas off the ground.

From the county Recorder - Kevin Lane
2010 Records
Any members who still have records from 2010 to send in can email
them to me at dorsetbirdclub@hotmail.com or post them to 42 Twin
Oaks Close, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8JF. I’d also like to remind
members that if you have any records of sensitive species, such as
breeding raptors, you can also send them to my private email address, at
kevin@broadstoneheath.co.uk - likewise if you have any questions
with any aspect of bird recording in the county, please feel free to get in
touch.
In the near future, I am hoping to add a downloadable recording
spreadsheet to the Club’s website. Members are welcome (and even
encouraged!) to use this spreadsheet, which will save the records having
to be inputted into the Club’s database manually. Instructions on its use
will be provided once the feature has been launched. However, if you do
choose to use this method, please remember to keep emailing any
interesting sightings to the club as and when they occur, so that we can
include them on the daily sightings page.

Update on the 2009 Dorset Bird Report
Work on the 2009 report is progressing well and I’m aiming to have the
report published by the end of March. Once published, the delays in
producing the annual report will hopefully be put behind us and future
reports should be released to schedule (which is by the end of the
following year).
We are likely to require one or two new sub-editors to write sections of
the 2010 report. If you’re interested in finding out what’s involved, please
get in touch with me at kevin@broadstoneheath.co.uk or on 07901614629. Work on the 2010 report is likely to commence during this
coming April.
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New Club Website
Hopefully many of you will have
already discovered the Club’s new
website - www.dorsetbirds.org.uk
- which was launched in January.
Feedback received from members
so far on the new site has been
very positive; however, we’re
always happy to receive
suggestions for improvements, so
please drop us an email at
dorsetbirdclub@hotmail.com if
you have any comments. We’d love
to know what you think.
To complement the new site, we
have also launched a new blogstyle daily sightings page, which
can be found by clicking the link on
the homepage of the website. The ease of use of the new sightings page
has enabled the club to expand its team of updaters to seven people.
We’re always on the lookout for more help in updating the daily sightings
page, so if you would like to get involved, please drop us an email.
Finally, as usual, all records of bird sightings and photos can be sent to
the club via email at dorsetbirdclub@hotmail.com. Many thanks to
everyone who has sent in reports and photos for inclusion on the
sightings page – there are now some wonderful photos on the site and
we’re sure that the page will continue to be a useful resource for Dorset’s
birders.

BTO/DORSET BIRD CLUB CONFERENCE - Phyl England
It was a full house for the first joint BTO/Dorset Bird Club’s conference to
be held in Dorset for nearly 20 years. Bournemouth University was
chosen as the venue of the event, which was held on 31st October 2010.
Registration and coffee on arrival gave delegates the chance to look
around a variety of displays and stalls in the main hall where there was
an opportunity to buy bird food products, books and various pieces of art
work before Neil Gartshore, the DBC Chairman, started the proceedings
off by welcoming everyone in the lecture theatre at 10.00am.
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The day was split up into a number of sessions with Ieuan Evans of the
BTO, chairing the first session on bird recording in Dorset. The first
speaker was Kate Risley, who capably stood in for the planned speaker
who was ill. The BTO’s 2007-2011 Bird Atlas was entering its final year
and Kate explained about the history of Bird Atlas work in the UK and
how the current Atlas was progressing. She ended by appealing for
more help with surveying areas of Dorset not already covered. Following
Kate was Carolyn Steele from the Dorset Environmental Records Centre,
who talked about the practical uses of bird records within the county and
the partnership between DERC and the Dorset Bird Club.
After coffee, the theme was Poole Harbour, chaired by Mark Constantine.
Shaun Robson kicked off with a humorous and informative talk about a
group of Poole Harbour birder’s year listing marathon around the harbour
in 2008, with most participants seeing over 200 species during the year.
Durwyn Liley (Footprint Ecology) then discussed work carried out on
disturbance to wintering wildfowl and waders in the harbour (as well as
on the Solent and the Exe). With potential developments and disturbance
always a threat, well-researched data are always required to ensure that
these sites continue to receive the protection they need to allow their bird
life to flourish. Neil Calbrade of the BTO finished the session with a talk
about the importance of the Wetland Bird Survey (WeBs) in collecting
long-term datasets which tied in well with Durwyn’s talk.
After lunch, and a chance to catch up with old friends, Jol Mitchell
chaired the afternoon sessions, which opened with Tom Brereton of
Marinelife who reported on seabird and cetacean surveys in Lyme Bay
and the bay’s importance. Sarah Alsbury then updated delegates on
some of the RSPB’s current work in Dorset including progress on the
Little Tern colony on the Fleet and moves to encourage Ospreys to nest
in Poole Harbour. Finally James Phillips of Natural England, Ruth
Watkins of FWAG and Chris Avanti discussed the fate of Dorset’s rare
farming birds. James looked at the wider farmland bird picture whilst
Ruth dealt with initiatives in Dorset. Chris finished with an amusing, albeit
short, tale of his involvement as a volunteer working with farmland birds
in the north of the county.
The final session after tea was an entertaining talk by our special guest
speaker Dominic Couzens, a well-known author and local birder. His talk
was about local patch birding, specifically about Longham Lakes – his
local patch. He has been watching the site for many years as it has
developed out of mineral extraction works. With the birds now turning up
there it is fast becoming a top birding site with more local birders visiting,
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which in turn brings in more sightings. After Dominic’s talk the conference
was brought to a close by Ieuan Evans and delegates departed at
5.00pm.
We have received very positive response about the conference, and
learned a few lessons. We have not analysed the break down of the
delegates yet – there were certainly many Dorset Bird Club members
present but many others from within Dorset and from further afield.
Probably the main lesson learned was that we should not wait 20 years
before holding another conference! Before then it is likely that we will
hold a similar but less formal event of our own in 2012, as part of the
Club’s 25th anniversary events. Watch this space!

BTO Atlas Update Jack Winsper. Atlas Coordinator for Dorset
The final year of surveying for the Atlas began last November and at the
time of writing (end of January) the winter surveying is now three quarters
complete. When you are reading this, however, it will probably all be
finished. So first off here’s a brief summary of how things are going.

Timed Tetrad Visits (TTV’s)
I’ve been a little surprised there have been no reports of the occasional
phoenix flying over the county. We’ve been able to burn the “worst
county in the country” official tag (Hoopoe no 71), although in truth talking
of phoenixes taking flight may be an exaggeration as instead of rising
from ashes they could have been able to feed on the recovering green
shoots that sprung up in the summer. Anyway at the risk of counting
phoenix eggs before they’ve hatched we have been doing much better
and this is the score at present.
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For the early winter period I’m pleased to report that all 10K squares met
the minimum coverage requirement. A few only just crept over the line
but many positively zoomed past.
For the later winter period and at the time of writing there are still 4
squares yet to reach the minimum, but hopefully they all have by now.
This surely deserves a pat on the back for everyone who has
participated, not just this year, but in all the previous years as well.
By the end of January there were still 56 early and 143 late Winter
Survey submissions pending. So, if you’re one of those yet to submit
results, please do so when you can. There is an awful lot of number
crunching to be undertaken and once all the results for a square are in,
then that work can commence.
The final breeding survey period will be upon us soon so one final push
and it will all be over. If you have tetrads to survey please don’t think of
relaxing because the winter surveys have gone well. Also if you are
inclined to volunteer for vacant tetrads please do, the more tetrads
covered the better will be the quality of the final book.

Roving Records
It is perhaps the curse of this mammoth project that it has an insatiable
appetite for data. So whilst we are doing OK on TTV’s, Roving Records
cannot be neglected. TTV’s are used to determine relative abundance;
hence birds that are not relatively abundant can be missed. This is
where roving records come in, to mop up those species using a square
but missed by the TTV. There are two ways being used to determine if a
square has adequate coverage, by comparing birds recorded this time
round with the previous Atlas, and ascertaining whether a bird has been
seen in adjacent squares.
With that last point in mind, can I draw your attention to the “Priority
Squares” option on the Atlas Home Page. If you select the “Winter”
button a list of birds will appear with a map that will be centered on your
home address. The birds listed have been recorded in one or more
adjacent 10k squares but not your home one. Of course for some there
will be a good reason for this but for others not so. If you have
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TwO Owls Birding
2011

We offer a range of birdwatching experiences with small
friendly groups and expert local guides. Covering Dorset,
New Forest and the Hampshire Coast and short breaks
at birding hot spots in Britain and further afield.
Please visit our website at www.twoowlsbirding.co.uk
or contact Jackie Tel: 01425 656841
Email:twoowls.birding@btinternet.com
Bournemouth
Natural
Science
Society
39 Christchurch
Road, Bournemouth,
Dorset, BH1 3NS.
Tel: 01202 553525
Charity no: 219585
BNSS Welcomes all to lectures,

donations in lieu of admission charge.
Of special interest to DBC members on
Saturday afternoon (starting 2.30pm)
30th April - Graham Giddens - 'Spring
& Summer Birds' and
Tuesday evening (starting 7.30) May
17th - Martin Western 'Bird Ecology - mainly African'
We have a wide programme of
lectures/field trips please see our
website for full details.
http://www.bnss.org.uk

Come to Lyme for reliable Dippers,
Purple Sandpipers and the
“Best New Cheese Retailer 2009”.
We stock the finest cheeses from the
West Country and further afield
and a great range of
accompaniments. In the summer we
serve Barford ice creams and
sorbets by the scoop.
Off season we open Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. But when the
tourists are in town, every day
except Monday …
MILL LANE (OFF COOMBE ST).
LYME REGIS, DT7 3PU
01297 44 26 26
WWW.TOWNMILLCHEESE.CO.UK
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knowledge that can reduce the length of this list then please use it, either
directly by submitting Roving Records or indirectly via “Birdtrack”.
Incidentally, you don’t have to focus on your home square if you don’t
want to. If you have knowledge of other squares you can move the map
focus by dragging the mouse whilst holding down the “shift” key.

Birding Expeditions to Ireland
Finally, if anyone fancies a working holiday some expenses are available
for expeditions to Ireland in the breeding season. Teams of four
experienced Atlasers are required. The BTO can cover travel and
accommodation costs. If you are interested please get in touch for more
information.

Why the RSPB National Swift Inventory 2009-2010
Stephen Fitt
Swifts are many people’s favourite birds. They aren’t here for long their
coming is a sure sign that summer is on the way and they certainly do let
us know when they’ve arrived.
They spend most of the year in Africa and return to the same places in
Europe and Asia to nest once they’ve reached maturity in their fourth
season.
The oldest bird recorded in the UK was ringed as a mature adult and
survived for a further sixteen years,
so it’s reasonable to suppose that
some live for a good deal longer.
Apart from nesting they spend their
entire lives on the wing and fly vast
distances. The bird mentioned
above may well have covered
between three and four million
miles. They sleep on the wing and
have been recorded at heights in
excess of ten thousand feet
They arrive at the end of April, will
only rear one brood, usually of two but occasionally three and
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exceptionally four nestlings which should fledge by the end of July,
though this may take longer in poor summers. Adult swifts will travel
hundreds of miles to find a suitable food source and may not return to the
nest for three or four days. The chicks will survive in a state of torpor but
this does set them back and may inhibit fledging.
In recent years numbers have been falling and there are a number of
possible reasons:
•

•
•

Most birds die of starvation and this is equally true of swifts
whose principal diet is aerial plankton. Whilst they can fly very
fast, their feeding patterns rely on high insect density. Poor
weather, modern insecticides both here and on their wintering
grounds may reduce what’s available with inevitable
consequences.
Climate change will probably exacerbate the above and could
impact on their migration routes.
Another essential is the availability of nest sites. When we were
still living in mud huts swifts, nested in hollow trees and cliffs and
they still do but the vast majority have found more suitable nooks
and crannies around the eaves of our buildings. There are far
fewer opportunities to do so today due to modern methods of
building and property maintenance.

The figures from the most recent BTO survey concluded that there are at
least thirty percent fewer breeding pairs than there were twenty years
ago.
This figure is likely to get worse and they need whatever help we can
give them.
In 2009 the RSPB, the BTO and Swift Conservation Groups around the
UK decided that as a first step to protecting our swift population an
accurate assessment of their numbers and whereabouts was required,
so the Inventory was initiated.
We were happy with the results in 2009 but the project is ongoing and in
the Southwest we decided that there must be many more swifts than
were actually recorded and we should ask for help. The Dorset Bird Club
and Dorset Wildlife Trust answered the call and with the 2010 results
being made available in December, a clearer picture is beginning to
emerge.
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Not unsurprisingly in Dorset the heaviest concentrations were recorded
in the urban areas of Poole, Bournemouth and Christchurch, but
Swanage, Weymouth, Portland, Dorchester and most if not all the
smaller towns and villages in the county have active populations.
We based these conclusions on the records of “low level screaming
parties” (see illustration).
Swifts nest in loose colonies and if there are swifts in your
neighbourhood, their roof level
aerobatics are difficult to miss it’s a sure sign that there will be
nests in the vicinity. Finding
where they are is a challenge.
Whilst most of them nest in
buildings built prior to 1918
including our houses, churches
and public and industrial
buildings, they’ve also been
recorded on sea cliffs, the
masonry walls of railway
cuttings, ramparts built to
defend us against invasion
during the Napoleonic Wars, housing estates built within the last twenty
years and even in the expansion joints of a fly over in Hampshire. Difficult
it may be, but it is important to find these colonies, as preserving existing
colonies is far more effective conservation than creating new ones. So
knowing where they are is crucial.
Swifts are site faith-full so will almost always return to the same location.
We have had numerous reports of them being seen trying to get back in
to sites blocked up by over-enthusiastic building maintenance. If they
can’t find anywhere else, they will fail to breed and the numbers will
continue to fall.
Here are some examples of potential problems and solutions that have
worked:
•

Repairing soffits and guttering with preformed plastic, popular
because of the reduced maintenance costs.
Solution: cut a slot 30mmx70mm in the plastic adjacent to the
former nest. The swifts will still be able to get in and they will be
virtually invisible.
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•

•

Repairs to eaves and guttering or any other major roofing work.
Unless the contractor is given specific instructions, the roof and
eaves are likely to be sealed. Solution:working drawings are
available at www.rspb.org.uk/helpswifts showing how nesting
places can be retained or created without jeopardising the
integrity of the work. They should be located as close to the
original site(s) as possible.
Nest sites in crevices in masonry or brickwork can be retained
with sympathetic pointing/rendering.

Whilst it is illegal to disturb nesting birds, all the above work can be done
out of season, if the property owner is made aware that swifts really
aren’t a nuisance and make very little mess, they are usually prepared to
be helpful.
If this isn’t the case or if buildings with nests “in situ” are being
demolished, artificial nest boxes are a viable but less satisfactory
alternative. Examples for sale or blue prints for DIY enthusiasts are
available on the above RSPB website. They should be installed as close
to the former location as possible, recorded calls may be needed to
encourage the birds to come visiting.
The best long-term solution is to make sure that when new properties are
being built permanent accommodation for birds is provided.
Enhancing Biodiversity is an accepted part of the Planning Process and
most Local Authorities take their responsibilities very seriously.
Bournemouth Borough Council recently built swift boxes into their new
Library at Kinson. Purbeck District Council encourages developers to
provide nest sites for urban birds including swifts.
Elsewhere in the Region Exeter City Council’s new Residential Design
Guide places an obligation on developers to incorporate a nest box for
urban birds in every new dwelling. This includes blocks of flats, which are
very suitable sites for swifts. There are a number of custom-built boxes to
suit most if not all types of building construction.
If all Local Authorities could be persuaded to make them part of their
planning requirements, a permanent solution for the long-term nesting
problems of this iconic species will be achieved. We can only hope that
circumstances beyond our control don’t inhibit the survival of a viable
breeding population.
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What can you do?
Please keep recording your sightings of nests and screaming parties, the
more we know about them, the more we can help.
Please tell us if you know of any building work or property maintenance,
taking place near a known nesting site, we may be able to do something.
Talk to your Local Councillor, he or she may be on the Planning
Committee.
We welcome the opportunity to thank you for your help, it is a long-term
project and if any of you want more information or to get involved with
Swift Conservation in Dorset please get in touch by phoning the RSPB
South West Regional Office on 01392-432691 or email
Stephen.fitt@rspb.org.uk
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Dorset Bird Club Agenda
For the
Twenty Fourth Annual General Meeting
to be held at
The Methodist Hall North Street, Wareham.
(Opposite the Kings Arms)
Thursday 24th March 2011 at 7.00 p.m.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Introduction and Apologies
Minutes of the twenty third AGM held at The Methodist Hall Wareham, on
27th March 2010.
Chairman’s Report.
Treasurer’s Report & presentation of accounts for 2010
County Recorder’s Report and/or County Editor’s Report.
Election of Officers and Committee for 2011-2012.
Nomination from the committee.

Officers:
Chairman - Neil Gartshore.

Committee Members:
Secretary - Phyl England; Membership Sec - Diana Dyer; Treasurer - John
Lockwood; Recorder & Report Editor - Kevin Lane. Conservation - Jol Mitchell;
BTO rep (ex-officio) to be appointed by BTO; Newsletter Editor - Nick Hull;
Indoor Meeting - Ian Lewis; Outdoor Meetings - Trevor Thorpe / Andy
Humber ; Publicity - Paul Levey.

7.
8.

Alternative nominations for any of these posts should reach the secretary Mrs P. England, Amberley Russell Drive Swanage BH19 2HD, in writing at
least 14 days before the AGM. The nominees must be a club member who
has agreed to serve, and be proposed and seconded by club members.
Appointment of Auditor.
Any other business.

Speaker Ian Lewis
(approx. 8.00 p.m.)
“'Tibet - the Roof of the World'

There will be an interval before the talk when refreshments will be available.
A raffle will also take place.
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We offer
Tailor-made birding & wildlife tours

Specialists in out-of-print

Themed birding and wildlife walks

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS

Local guides for groups

Books bought & sold

Illustrated wildlife talks

Log on to our website for a full stock
list or contact us for a copy of our
latest catalogue

UK & overseas wildlife tours and guides

www.callunabooks.co.uk
enquiries@callunabooks.co.uk

www.dorsetbirdingandwildlife.co.uk

Check out our website or contact us
for further details

enquiries@dorsetbirdingandwildlife.co.uk

Neil Gartshore, Moor Edge, 2 Bere Road, Wareham, Dorset, BH20 4DD
01929 552560

Advice to Contributors

Next Newsletter Deadline is 1st June 2011
Sending Articles
By e-mail to the Editor - sapeur.pompier@btinternet.com or post
to 11 Pealsham Gardens, Fordingbridge SP61RD
Microsoft Word PC or Mac Format. Text Arial 12
Digital photographs should be a minimum of 300dpi/ppi if possible
with a width of 500 pixels, but if you cannot do this I can size to suit.
All photographs will be produced in black and white except for those
on the cover and in the electronic version which will be all colour.
Sending Handwritten Articles
Please write clearly, if you wish to send a copy of a photograph or
an illustration to accompany your article please do, as I can scan
these for printing.
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Outdoor Field Visits - Trevor Thorpe & Andy Humber
Our walks are now categorised A, B or C.
(A) Easy – Fairly short walk over relatively flat ground, with no/few stiles
(B) Medium difficulty – Moderate distance, and/or moderate hills, and/or
moderate number of stiles
(C) Strenuous-Long distance, and/or steep hills, and/or many stiles.
Saturday 12th March 2011
New Forest (SU 186156) Category B
09.30am – all day. Meet in Ashley Walk car park, one mile east of Godhill Village on the
B3078 Fordingbridge to Bramshaw Telegraph Road. For Woodland birds and possibly
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker. Leader TBA
Saturday 16th April 2011
White Nothe (SY 759824) Category B
09.30am – all day. From A353 east of Weymouth take the minor road turning through
Upton Village and continue to National Trust car park. For spring migrants and possibly
Nightingale. Leaders Andy Humber & Trevor Thorpe
Saturday 14th May 2011
Longham Lakes (SZ 066983) Category A
09.30-13.30. Meet in the Study Centre Car Park off the A348. The turning is between the
Kings Arms and the White Hart public houses. For Wildfowl and summer migrants.
FOLLOW ON MEETING – approx 14.00hrs.
White Sheet Plantation, Holt (SU 047036) Category A.
Meet in the car park. For Heathland birds in spring.
Leader Trevor Thorpe
Friday 10th June 2011
Sherford Bridge (SY 919927) Category A 19.30 hrs.
Meet in car park by bridge. Evening walk for Nightjar.
Leader Andy Humber
Sunday 24th July 2011
Martin Down and Pentridge (Su 058192) Category B
09.30 – all day. Meet in the car park at the end of Sillen Lane. For downland birds and
butterflies, possibly Turtle Dove and Dark Green Fritillaries. Leaders John & Sally Lucas
Saturday 13th August 2011
Fontmell Down (ST 887186) Category B
09.30 – morning only. Meet in the National Trust car park on the Blandford to Melbury
Abbas Road (The Higher Shaftesbury Road). For high summer plants and possibly Silver
Spotted Skipper butterflies. Leader Phil Read
FOLLOW ON MEETING – approx 14.00hrs. Category B.
Win Green (ST 923205). From the B3081 take the turning for the minor road to Ludwell.
Leader Phil Read
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Radipole Lake Update & Request Nick Tomlinson
Management: We experienced a productive autumn of habitat
management until December brought in winter with a bang. For most of
the month much of Radipole was frozen, but what wasn’t solid was
spectacularly filled with wildfowl - vast in both number and variety. To
avoid disturbance to these sheltering flocks we had to amend our work
plan which has set us back slightly, but given fair weather our planned
schedule is recoverable before the resumption of summer water levels.
On Radipole this meant that the dense carr at the north of the reserve
was the only place we felt comfortable operating chainsaws and so we
were able to carry out the bulk of our cyclical management within this
compartment during the chill.
Prior to this we had continued with the rotational pollarding of willows
around the main path and the grazed compartments alongside the river.
Rather than tractor all the timber to our main woodpile we have dotted a
number of lesser habitat piles around the reserve, staked in to prevent
floods from carrying them away. This is part of our ongoing works to
improve the site for amphibians and reptiles, having commenced a
designated monitoring programme in 2010. Some of the brash has been
used in the construction of dead hedges to screen sensitive areas and
the remainder went up in smoke.
Steps have been taken to improve the flow of the western fork of the Wey
as it crosses the reserve as several Willows have overtime become
unruly and have seriously restricted the discharge of runoff resulting in
both flooding and, in turn, siltation of the top end. Pulling felled beams
and branches out of the river is messy and can be quite gruelling but, as
usual, our regular Rethink work parties have made light of such a
potentially daunting proposition.
Reed cutting has begun in earnest with work started on a 1.5 ha single
wale block. We are bundling the reed to construct screens to facilitate
disturbance-free surveying of the recently restored top end, until the
marginal vegetation becomes suitably established to conceal our survey
team from the new pools and ditches – or more particularly the wildfowl
flocks that inhabit them.
Our new dinghy undertook its maiden voyage in November allied to our
Environmental Stewardship funded state-of-the-art electric fishing gear.
Our ecologist Matt Self came along to pass on some of his electric
fishing know-how and ensure that no fish (or fishers) were fried. It was a
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very instructive day and pleasingly the cyprinid densities appear to be
adequate already to host breeding bittern, just 12 months after the
majority of the water body came into being, and without the need to
relocate fish from elsewhere.
A crucial part of the restoration was the construction of fish fences
designed to keep carp out of the restored pools and ditches. A Carp’s
bottom feeding tendencies adversely affect water quality, cause turbidity
and consequently restrict light penetration, thus greatly reducing
macrophyte density. Macrophytes not only oxygenate relatively static
water bodies but also provide cover for inverts and consequently food for
bittern-food-sized fish; so potentially this change could promote a
dramatic improvement in the productivity of the site on many fronts.
Electro-fishing will now become part of our routine management of the
site and any large carp released into the main lake beyond the fences.
Wildlife: Following on from the
above it is very pleasing to note that
Weymouth Wetlands have been
awash with Bittern with 5 or 6
individuals at times and possibly
more. From the middle to the end of
December we were offering
predawn sprats to favoured Bittern
spots, as the ice was so thick that
fishing became virtually impossible.
As per last winter this endeavour
has proven successful with birds
seen emerging to claim the easy
pickings. It would be interesting to
know to what extent the bittern
numbers here reflect the breeding
successes witnessed at RSPB Ham
Wall and surrounding areas in
recent summers. No fewer than 14
nests in the Somerset Levels in
2010 represents a tremendous
turnaround given that the 2 Ham Wall nests in 2008 represented the first
successful Bittern nests in the county for 40 years.
Encouragingly some of the nuances factored into the design of Ham Wall
have been incorporated into the restoration of Radipole over the past 2
years, including wet-reed islands surrounded by deep moats mimicking
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favoured nesting sites elsewhere. We aim to have daily dawn ‘booming’
patrols from late winter/early spring and we are cautiously optimistic. We
are appealing for volunteers to help us make this monitoring as
comprehensive as possible, across both reserves, so, if you fancy
spending a couple of hours listening for boomers at either Radipole or
L o d m o o r, d o , p l e a s e , l e t u s k n o w ( 0 1 3 0 5 - 7 7 3 5 1 9 o r
nick.tomlinson@rspb.org.uk), It would be great to have your help.
Without getting ahead of ourselves it is extremely gratifying to see
Bittern, Otters, Kingfishers, water vole et al using – even favouring –
ditches, pools and islands that didn’t exist 6 months ago and that will only
improve in value as they mature.
Duck numbers were impressive in late 2010 with Smew, Goosander,
Red-breasted Merganser, Scaup, Goldeneye, Mandarin and Red-crested
Pochard all present amongst the hundreds strong flocks of Pochard,
Gadwall, Mallard, Teal and Tufty.
Added to this were decent showings
of Shelduck, Shoveler and Wigeon.
We have had quite a number of
scarcities and rarities in the past two
months with Long-billed Dowitcher,
Glossy Ibis, and Great White Egret
– and in the final week of the year
Waxwings bringing much seasonal
cheer.
On the mammal front we have had
unprecedented showings of Stoat,
Weasel and virtually daily Otter
sightings right throughout
December. We were fortunate
enough to witness a mother with two
pups, proof that they have again
bred on, or adjacent to, Radipole.
On occasions we have seen them
sauntering about just a few feet
away. Photographs of all three
mustelids adorn our blog…if anyone
requires proof!
www.rspb.org.uk/weymouthwetlandsblog
www.twitter.com/rspbweymouth
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Book Reviews Nick Hull & Alan Snook
“Birding from the Hip” A Sound Approach Anthology by
Anthony McGeehan & the Sound Approach. Published by the
Sound Approach @ £25.00 ISBN: 978-90-810933-3-0
You can order by phone +44(0)1202-676622 on online
www.soundapproach.co.uk

Mark Constantineʼs ʻThe Sound Approach to birdingʼ was the first volume,
winning best bird book of the year. This was followed by Magnus Robbʼs
ʻPetrels by night and dayʼ another excellent production. Both were books
that educated about bird sounds and aimed at birders who wanted to
improve or wanted to learn more about birds song or sounds, as they like
to refer to them in the books.
The third in the series ʻBirding from the Hipʼ by Anthony McGeehan is a
compilation of very entertaining birding stories, some previously
published in BirdWatch or Dutch Birding magazines and some newer
pieces. In fact there are 61 stories that fill this very entertaining addition,
plus the usual acknowledgements, and photographic index covering 79
excellent photographs which illustrate the book throughout, including the
inside of the cover. There is also an index for the two accompanying
audio CDs, which have a variety of bird sounds and music to accompany
the 16 stories being recounted by Anthony or his wife.
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I listened to the audio CDs in the car whilst going to and from work and
read the book in the evenings. I needed to get on and write this review so
I skipped the chapters in the book that were recounted on the CDs,
though I did take note of the accompanying excellent photographs to
these chapters.
I found listening to the CDs relaxing and excellent entertainment. The
bird recording and music were of high quality and enhanced the listening
experience. I particularly enjoyed the sounds of the Common Cranes at
dawn as it invoked memories of my own.
Whilst reading and listening to the stories I found myself breaking into
laughter either because Iʼve found myself in similar strife with my wife or
relating to similar incidents that have occurred to friends. There is
something in every chapter that all birders will be able to relate to and
find amusing. From early memories of how he developed an interest into
birding, early experiences and adventures twitching in his native Ireland,
to holidays in Spain, Texas and bird racing in New Jersey and problems
of wardening a nature reserve.
This is a book that will entertain anyone who has an interest in birds and
wildlife with the added benefit of having two CDs with excellent
recordings of bird sounds.
Bird Migration by Ian Newton is published by Collins @ £50
ISBN9780007307319
The thing I like about this book is its readability,
by which I mean that laymen like myself, who
do not pretend to understand everything, can in
this instance gain an insight into the puzzling
world of avian migration. Too many of the New
Naturalist volumes have become bogged down
in technical jargon. This is a book that you can
actually sit down and read cover to cover or it
can sit on your shelf and be used repeatedly as
a reference tool when confronted with the
myriad patterns and complexities of the subject.
Ian is a leading bird expert on bird ecology and
biogeography and his scientific background has
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helped immensely in shaping this volume, which flows effortlessly
through its 25 chapters and nearly 600 pages, all of which left me
wanting to know more. Just as well then that we have 30 pages of
references to get our teeth into if we want to delve further into the
mystery that is migration. Like the current format of all the volumes in the
series the book is illustrated throughout in colour. In these austere times
you will be glad to learn that a paperback version is also available at
£29.99 ISBN130007307322.

From the Archives Jackie Hull
For this issue of the newsletter I’ve gone back to 1961 a time when the
bird reports were part of the Proceedings of the Dorset Natural History
and Archaeological Society.
On January 25th an oil tanker collided with another ship between Poole
Harbour entrance and Brownsea
Island, efforts to contain the oil spill
were hampered by gale force winds
during the next few days and heavy
pollution occurred. The area south
of Brownsea Island was badly
affected and deep channel diving
birds hit the worse. A full list of the
casualties can be found in the 1961
report but includes 10 diver species
dead, 3 badly oiled but alive and 5
partially oiled and alive. Five grebe
species affected, many Redbreasted Mergansers, Shelduck and
Curlew but lesser numbers of other ducks and waders, amongst the more
unusual were 1 Curlew Sandpiper and 2 Purple Sandpipers that died.
It was noted that Peregrines did not breed for the first time in Dorset this
year, serious concern was also felt for other raptors particularly
Sparrowhawk. The first sighting of Collared Dove in Dorset was of 3
birds in Swanage on May 15th, with attempted breeding and other
sightings following. An interesting record for Grey Heron counts after an
observer flying over Brownsea Island on July 7th was able to see 30-40
whitewashed nests!
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There were four additions to the Dorset County list this year with
Calandra Lark at Portland Bill on the 2nd April, Sociable Plover, or
Lapwing as it’s now known, seen at Clapgate, near Wimborne on and off
between the 6th-24th April. Gull-billed Tern on the 21st August at
Portland Bill also recorded here on the 13th November a Red-throated
Pipit.
Other rarities this year included an adult male Surf Scoter on the sea off
Portland Bill for a short time on September 30th, this was the first record
since 1880. Another species not recorded for a long time in Dorset was
Rough-legged Buzzard seen at Everley Farm near Blandford at the end
of October and seen again on the 4th November being mobbed by crows
at Okeford Hill. Night Heron, an adult at Radipole Lake on November
25th. On 20th May a Great Reed Warbler was heard singing at Burton
Mill. Waxwings also put in an appearance in this year with three being
seen, one at Broadmayne on 4th November, a single at Chideock on the
20th November and another single bird at Fordington on the 30th
December.
The year ended with a cold weather
movement from December
26th-31st, many observers were
out on the 31st when a massive
movement occurred of Skylarks,
Fieldfares and Redwings and
smaller numbers of other species.
Inland reports of birds moving south
towards the coast with observers
remarking that the scale was far
greater than they had ever
experienced before. At Midday in a
forty minute period at Bryanston
flying low in fairly thick snow 1500
birds passed south on a narrow front. 10,000 Skylarks over Colehill in
one hour plus other species. At Hengistbury Head (then in Hampshire)
recorded a rate of at least 30,000 birds per hour. Coastal movements
appeared to extent from the Hampshire border west to at least Bridport,
where weather conditions were less extreme. Skylarks greatly
outnumbered all other species.
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Dorset Birds Sighting - Paul Morton
November Highlights
A Great White Egret at Wareham (1st). Great Grey Shrikes at were Arne,
Morden Bog and Lower Hyde Heath. A Long Billed Dowitcher was found
at Lodmoor and stayed until the end of the month. Lapland Buntings
were at most coastal sites in good numbers. A Hoopoe at Longham Lake
was a surprise (25th), as too was a Glossy Ibis at Radipole and Great
White Egret at Lodmoor (29th). Redhead Smew were found at Longham
and Lodmoor. Up to 4 Black Brants were on the fleet. Pallas’s and Yellow
Browed Warblers
remained on Portland and
Durlston. Snow Buntings
were found on Portland,
Hengistbury and the
Fleet, while a Black
Guillemot was found in
Poole Harbour. There
were 2 Whooper Swans
in Lytchett Bay and 4 at
Radipole. Black Necked Grebes peaked at 50 in and around the Harbour.
Two Hen Harriers were at Middlebere, with up to six Marsh Harriers in
and around Arne. 15 Spoonbill in the Harbour. A record 161,257 Wood
Pigeons crossed Poole Harbour (7th). Firecrests, Redpoll and Brambling
were at Arne.
Durlston Country Park – Visible migration continued with reasonable
numbers of Siskin, Brambling, Redpoll, Linnets and Goldfinches passing
over. Hawfinch and Tree Sparrows were recorded on several dates along
with Woodlark. Late summer migrants such as Swallow, Chiffchaff and
Ring Ouzel passed through. Black Redstarts and Firecrests remained all
month.
Portland – Pomarine and Great Skua’s passed on several dates. Also
there 12 Redhead Goosanders. There A Quail was trapped (6th). Also an
‘eastern’ Chiffchaff was ringed (15th).
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Weymouth – Bittern returned to both Radipole and Lodmoor, along with
2 Marsh Harriers.
Lodmoor also hosted 2 Scaup, Water Pipit,
Goosander, Little gull, Short Eared Owl and Firecrest. Weymouth Bay
contained Red Necked and Slavonian Grebe, along with Great Northern
and Red Throated Divers. 3 Goosanders, a Merlin and Marsh Harrier on
the Fleet. A Long Tailed Duck was in Chesil Cove (3rd).
Christchurch – Migration continued with Bearded Tits, Brambling,
Woodlark, Ring Ouzel, Crossbills and Firecrests. Both Marsh and Hen
Harriers were present. A Short Eared Owl and 4 Water Pipit there too. 3
Egyptian geese were at Cowards Marsh. Goosander, Great Northern and
Red Throated Divers all passed Hengistbury.
Other Sightings – 3-4 Bittern were
at Hatch pond by the end of the
month, also Goosander and Scaup
there. A Lapland Bunting over
Bridport (13th). Redhead
Goosander at Longham too. Two
Black Redstarts at Dorchester
WDDC offices. Male and Female
Red Crested Pochard on the River
Stour near Candford School.
300-400 Golden Plover at Maiden
Castle.

December Highlights
The Waxwing invasion hit Dorset with peak counts of 120+ at Canford
Heath (24th), 75 at Sainsbury’s Poole (15th), 50 B&Q Poole (26th), 10+
Weymouth, 10 Dorchester, with numerous smaller flocks and individuals
in Christchurch, Bournemouth, Blandford, Upton, Parkstone and
Durlston. A Little Auk was off Brownsea (5th). The Long Billed Dowitcher
remained at Lodmoor all month, as did the Great Grey Shrike at Arne
and Morden Bog (27th). Lapland Buntings were on Portland and Durlston
(26th), with 2 at Lodmoor (23rd). Longham lakes hosted 4 Redhead
Smew (30th), with 2 at Swineham GP, Abbotsbury and Avon Beach and
singles and Radipole. Up to 4 Black Brants stayed on Ferrybridge. The
Longham Hoopoe stayed until mid month. A Great White Egret over
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Radipole (7th) and Red Breasted Goose at Lodmoor (5th). Also 2 Snow
Bunting on Portland (3rd).
Poole Harbour – A Drake Long Tailed Duck was off Shipstal (30th).
Black Necked Grebe numbers stayed steady off Middle Beach. A Red
Crested Pochard was on Littlesea along with 400 Pintail. 7 Spoonbill
were in Holes Bay, with 5 in Middlebere. 39 Barnacle Geese were in
Brands Bay and then moved to Lytchett Bay. Marsh Harrier peaked at 5
along with 4 Hen Harrier at Middlebere. Bittern were seen at Middlebere
and Arne Moors. 19 Bearded Tits were in Lytchett Bay (4th).
Weymouth and Portland – Lodmoor hosted 2+ Bittern, 13 White-fronted
geese east (28th), 7+ Scaup, Marsh, Water Pipit, Firecrest, Spoonbill
(5th), Jack Snipe along with excellent Skylark, Lapwing and Snipe
movement during the cold snap. Radipole had 3+ Bittern, Marsh Harrier,
8 Water Pipit (2nd), 4000+ Skylark,
Goosander, Siberian Chiffchaff, 4
Red Crested Pochard (9th), 120+
Mediterranean Gulls (13th) and an
Avocet (20th). Bewicks Swan were
at Butterstreet and Rodden (30th)
and 85 Barnacle Geese at
Abbotsbury where there were good
Scaup numbers. 13 Whooper Swan
passed Abbotsbury (2nd). A wing
tagged Great Bustard was near
Butter Street Cove. Hen and Marsh
Harrier were on the Fleet. Up to 4
Purple Sandpiper were back on
Portland.
Christchurch – 6 Bewicks at Stanpit (21rd). 5 White-fronted Geese
south (22nd). A wing tagged Great Bustard over Stanpit (30th). 139+
Red Throated Diver past Hengistbury (30th). Ruff, Grey Plover, Knot,
Avocet, Spotted Redshank and Jack Snipe remained at Stanpit, with 3+
Water Pipit there. Marsh Harrier and Merlin were also present.
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Other Sightings – Longham hosted 13 Goosander (1st). Hatch Pond
had 3+ Bittern all month. Huge Skylark and Lapwing movements early in
the month with good numbers of Woodlark mixed in. A Dipper in
Cattistock (26th). 5 Short-eared owls and a Hen Harrier in Six-Penny
Hanley (5th). Durlston saw Firecrests, good movements of Divers and
Grebes at sea. Two Egyptian Geese, 5 Ruff and Green Sandpiper at
Winkton.

January Highlights
The Long Billed Dowitcher moved from Lodmoor to Poole Park. Great
Grey Shrikes were at Arne, Morden Bog and Six Penny Handley.
Waxwing numbers were consistent with high counts of 50+ in
Bournemouth and Broadstone. 7 Bewicks Swans were at Tincelton
(9th-12th), and 8 were in Wareham and moved to Longham (17th-23rd) with
5 redhead Smew there too. Also a Swedish neck collared Greylag at
Longham. Lapland Bunting on
Portland (4th). 2 wing tagged
Great Bustards at Moonfleet.
The White Tailed Sea Eagle
flew over Highcliff (18th)
Poole Harbour – 8 Spoonbill
remained in the Harbour. 19
White Fronted Geese at
Bestwall, and 42 Barnacle
Geese at Lytchett Bay. A record
80 Black Necked Grebes were
in Studland Bay, and up to 5 Slavonian Grebes. Whilst a record 403
Great Crested Grebes were in Poole Bay. 2 Long Tailed Ducks next to
Brownsea. A Red Crested Pochard on Littlesea. 3 Smew at Swineham
Gravel Pits. Bittern were seen in Middlebere and Arne Moors. Around
50-60,000 Starlings were roosting in Sterte. Spotted Redshank were at
Holes Bay and Brownsea. A Full Harbour survey was conducted on
January 8th with 143 Species counted, and impressive numbers of
wintering birds. Eider Duck, Velvet and Common Scoter were all present.
Weymouth and Portland – Portland Harbour had good counts of 16
Slavonian Grebe and 14 Black Necked. Also Great Northern, Black and
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Red Throated Divers. 10+ Waxwings were on the bill. A Pomarine Skua
passed there (16th). A Siberian Chiffchaff was at Southwell. 5-10
Waxwing were also in Weymouth. 2-3 Bittern stayed at Radipole and
Lodmoor. 33 Scaup and 77 Barnacle Geese were at Abbotsbury. 300+
Mediterranean Gull in and around the Weymouth/Portland Area. Radipole
and Lodmoor hosted Marsh Harrier. Weymouth Bay held Slavonian and
Black Necked Grebe, Red, Black and Great Northern Diver.
Christchurch – A Good variety of waders at Stanpit with Green and
Spotted Redshank, 12 Avocet, Knot, Ruff, plus all the usual. 9 Waxwing
were in and around Stanpit Scrubs. Large Auk movements passed
Hengistbury along with Gannet, Scoter and 425 Cormorant! Water Pipit
and Chiffchaff were in Christchurch Harbour along with Marsh and Hen
Harrier. A Ring Billed Gull was found (24th). 9 Purple Sandpiper at
Mudeford Quay.
Other Sightings – 3 Bittern remained at Hatch Pond. 40+ Lesser
Redpoll at Avon heath. Longham Lakes hosted a Red Kite (12th), 5
Goosander and a Bittern. Tree Sparrow and Short Eared Owl were at Six
Penny Handley. A Goshawk at Durlston (4th). 10 Ruff and 2 Egyptian
Geese at Winkton. A Black Redstart in Swanage (28th). Large counts of
5000 + Auks passed Durlston mid month. Small parties of Crossbill in
Wareham Forest. Worrying low numbers of Dartford Warblers reported
on Heathland sites.

For Dorset sightings please visit www.dorsetbirds.blogspot.com
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Membership Subscriptions
Please remember that your annual subscriptions are
due on the 1st January 2011.
The current rates are:
Ordinary Membership
Joint/Family Membership
Student Membership
Junior Membership
Corporate Membership
Life membership

£12
£16
£7
£4
£50
£200

To join or renew your membership, please send your name and
address with the appropriate subscription to the Membership
Secretary :Diana Dyer
3 Osmay Road, Swanage, Dorset, BH19 2JQ
E-mail:richarddiana@tiscali.co.uk
Tel. 01929 421402
Contacts
Chairman Dorset Bird Club:- Neil Gartshore
E-mail:- neil@onaga54.freeserve.co.uk
Tel:- 01929 552560
Dorset County Recorder:- Kevin Lane
E-mail:- dorsetbirdclub@hotmail.com
Tel. 07901 614629
Conservation Officer:- Jol Mitchell
4 Gover Close, Ridge, Wareham, Dorset, BH20 3BU.
E-mail:- jolmitchell@btinternet.com
Tel:- 01929 552924
Newsletter Editor:- Nick Hull
e-mail:- sapeur.pompier@btinternet.com
Tel. 01425 656841
Dorset Bird Club Website:- http://www.dorsetbirds.org.uk
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